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Microlensing constraints on the galactic bulge initial mass
function
Abstract
Aims.We seek to probe the Galactic bulge IMF starting from microlensing observations. Methods.We
analyse the recent results of the microlensing campaigns carried out towards the Galactic bulge
presented by the EROS, MACHO and OGLE collaborations. In particular, we study the duration
distribution of the events. We assume a power law initial mass function, $\xi(\mu)\propto
\mu^{-\alpha}$, and we study the slope $\alpha$ both in the brown dwarf and in the main sequence
ranges. Moreover, we compare the observed and expected optical depth profiles. Results. The values of
the mass function slopes are strongly driven by the observed timescales of the microlensing events. The
analysis of the MACHO data set gives, for the main sequence stars, $\alpha=1.7 \pm 0.5$, compatible
with the result we obtain with the EROS and OGLE data sets, and a similar, though less constrained
slope for brown dwarfs. The lack of short duration events in both EROS and OGLE data sets, on the
other hand, only allows the determination of an upper limit in this range of masses, making the overall
result less robust. The optical depth analysis gives a very good agreement between the observed and the
expected values, and we show that the available data do not allow one to discriminate between different
bulge models.
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ABSTRACT
Aims. We seek to probe the Galactic bulge IMF starting from microlensing observations.
Methods. We analyse the recent results of the microlensing campaigns carried out towards the Galactic bulge presented by the EROS,
MACHO and OGLE collaborations. In particular, we study the duration distribution of the events. We assume a power law initial
mass function, ξ(µ) ∝ µ−α, and we study the slope α both in the brown dwarf and in the main sequence ranges. Moreover, we compare
the observed and expected optical depth profiles.
Results. The values of the mass function slopes are strongly driven by the observed timescales of the microlensing events. The
analysis of the MACHO data set gives, for the main sequence stars, α = 1.7 ± 0.5, compatible with the result we obtain with the
EROS and OGLE data sets, and a similar, though less constrained slope for brown dwarfs. The lack of short duration events in both
EROS and OGLE data sets, on the other hand, only allows the determination of an upper limit in this range of masses, making the
overall result less robust. The optical depth analysis gives a very good agreement between the observed and the expected values, and
we show that the available data do not allow one to discriminate between diﬀerent bulge models.
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1. Introduction
Gravitational microlensing is an established tool for the study
and the characterisation of faint compact objects located be-
tween the observer and the source stars. It was originally pro-
posed as a tool for the detection of dark matter in the form of
MACHOs (Paczyn´ski 1986). Searches towards the Magellanic
Clouds by the MACHO (Alcock et al. 2000) and the EROS
groups (Tisserand et al. 2007) have placed strong constraints
on the possible contribution of a MACHO population to the
dark matter halo (for a discussion see, e.g., Mancini et al. 2004;
Calchi Novati et al. 2006). A few results have also been obtained
with observational campaigns towards M 31 by the POINT-
AGAPE (Calchi Novati et al. 2005) and the MEGA (de Jong
et al. 2006) collaborations. On the other hand, the Galactic bulge
soon proved to be an almost as interesting target, if not more
(Paczynski 1991; Kiraga & Paczynski 1994) and indeed, by now,
the number of observed microlensing events along this line of
sight is by two orders of magnitude larger than those observed
towards the Magellanic Clouds and M 31. In this case, any con-
tribution from a dark matter MACHO population is expected to
be extremely small compared to that of either bulge or disc stars
(Griest et al. 1991), so that these studies in principle allow us to
constrain the inner Galactic structure. In particular, microlensing
observations in this direction have been very important for the
assessment of the Galactic triaxial, bar-like, structure (Paczynski
et al. 1994; Zhao et al. 1995, 1996; Zhao & Mao 1996; Bissantz
et al. 1997; Gyuk 1999).
Recently, the MACHO (Popowski et al. 2005), OGLE (Sumi
et al. 2006) and EROS (Hamadache et al. 2006) collaborations
presented the results out of their several-year campaigns towards
the Galactic bulge. A remarkable result is the agreement among
the diﬀerent collaborations for the optical depth, in accord with
theoretical expectations (Evans & Belokurov 2002; Bissantz &
Gerhard 2002; Han & Gould 2003).
While the determination of the optical depth allows the study
of the density distribution of the lenses, a more detailed analy-
sis of the shape of the microlensing lightcurves carries much
information on the parameters of the lenses. Of particular rel-
evance is the possibility of studying the mass spectrum of the
lenses. This approach is based on the relationship between the
observed event duration, the Einstein time, and the mass of
the lens tE ∝ √µl. Even if the exact analytical formula shows
a dependence also on other unknown physical parameters such
as the distances of both lens and source, the relative velocity be-
tween them as well as the configuration of the particular lens
event, a few conclusions are made possible by the rather large
set of observed events at our disposal together with a few rea-
sonable assumptions on the space and velocity distributions of
both lenses and sources. A key step to reach the aforementioned
agreement of the optical depth between theory and experiments
has been the acknowledgment of the severe blending problem
resulting in the choice of restricting the sample of source stars
to the red clump giant subset (Popowski 2001). In turn, this is
essential in the framework of a mass spectrum analysis because
of the bias introduced in the evaluation of the Einstein time for
blended events.
The determination of the mass function using the re-
sults of microlensing searches has been addressed by several
Article published by EDP Sciences
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authors. Han & Gould (1996) consider a sample of MACHO
and OGLE events. Through a likelihood analysis they deter-
mine the slope of a power law mass function to be 2.1 in
the mass range (0.04−10) M. Jetzer (1994) and Grenacher
et al. (1999) use the mass moments method to place con-
straints on the lens masses. In particular, starting from a sam-
ple of 41 MACHO events and assuming a Salpeter profile in
the mass range (1−10) M, Grenacher et al. (1999) constrain
the mass function minimum mass and slope below 1 M, find-
ing 0.012 M and 2.0 respectively. Overall, therefore, there is an
agreement in attributing a rather large fraction of events to the
brown dwarf lens population. On the other hand, Peale (1998)
finds no compelling evidence for such a contribution, and eval-
uates the slope for a power law mass function in the mass range
(0.08−2) M to be in the range 2.2−2.5. All of these analy-
ses, we recall, used the complete sample of detected events,
not restricted to those with red clump giant sources. Bissantz
et al. (2004), considering only red clump giant sources, find
a good agreement with the MACHO observed timescale us-
ing a mass function with a large contribution from the brown
dwarf population (with a power law slope 2.35 in the mass range
(0.04−0.35) M). Wood & Mao (2005) extend the Zoccali et al.
(2000) slope 1.3 down to a minimum mass of 0.03 M compared
with the OGLE observed timescale.
In the present paper our aim is to make use of the most re-
cent observational results towards the Galactic bulge to study the
mass spectrum of the bulge lens population. The structure of the
paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the description of
the models we use. In Sect. 3 we point out a few particular fea-
tures of the usual microlensing quantities upon which we base
our method of analysis. In Sect. 4 we present and discuss our
main results. In Sect. 5 we conclude.
2. Models
In this section we introduce, describe the features, and fix the
parameters of our “fiducial” model for the bulge and the disc
needed to evaluate the microlensing quantities that we use in
the analysis. Furthermore, we discuss a series of changes in the
more critical parameters that we use to test the robustness of our
results.
2.1. Density distributions
2.1.1. The bulge
It is now acknowledged that the Galactic bulge has a box-like
(tri-axial) structure. In an analysis of clump giant stars, Stanek
et al. (1997) explored several analytical distributions to describe
the bulge. As a fiducial model we use their model E2, which
gives the best agreement with the observational data, where
ρ(r) = ρ0 exp(−r), with1 r =
√
(x/x0)2 + (y/y0)2 + (z/z0)2,
x0 = 890 pc and axis ratio values x0:y0:z0 = 10:4.3:2.8, an
inclination angle of the bulge major axis with respect to the
line of sight of α = 23.8◦ (the bulge is oriented with its longer
axis pointing towards us for positive longitude values). More re-
cently Rattenbury et al. (2007b) carried out a similar analysis
with a much larger sample of stars. As a result, the model E2 is
again favoured, with axis ratio values suggesting a more prolate
1 Here, as in Sect. 2.2 where we discuss the velocity distribution, the
coordinates x, y, z indicate the principal axes of the component consid-
ered, namely, either of the bulge or of the disc.
structure, x0:y0:z0 = 10:3.5:2.6, and a more restricted range of
bulge inclination values is given, α ∼ (24◦−27◦). In the analysis
we keep using the Stanek et al. (1997) values, and we test our re-
sults against those of Rattenbury et al. (2007b). We truncate the
bulge at a corotation radius RC = 3.5 kpc (Bissantz & Gerhard
2002). The bulge inclination angle value is still the subject of a
somewhat lively debate. Values in the range α ∼ (10◦−30◦) have
been given by several authors, together with diﬀerent values
for the axis ratio (e.g. Dwek et al. 1995; Sevenster et al. 1999;
Picaud & Robin 2004), but recently also much larger values have
been suggested. Indeed, Cabrera-Lavers et al. (2007) (and refer-
ence therein) discuss a more complicated inner Galactic struc-
ture with the co-existence of a double structure, composed of a
long (∼4 kpc) thin and lighter bar located at low Galactic lati-
tudes, |b| < 2◦, and out to high Galactic longitude, with an ex-
tremely large value for the inclination angle ∼43◦, and a dis-
tinct triaxial bulge with smaller inclination angle, ∼13◦. The
star count results of GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al. 2005), in the
l = 10◦−30◦ range, seem to confirm this result. Such a struc-
ture may of course give rise to interesting microlensing signa-
tures, however the currently available data are not suitable for its
study, as they exclude the Galactic plane region and are mostly
restricted to events observed at small Galactic longitudes. (The
EROS collaboration (Tisserand et al. 2007) evaluates a bulge ori-
entation angle of 49◦±8◦ even if they observe only the region out
to |l| ∼ 10◦ and do not observe any field for |b| < 1◦ and only a
very few in the band out to |b| ∼ 2◦.) The issue of the bulge incli-
nation has also been discussed in Wood (2007) in the framework
of an analysis of the microlensing optical depth. As an alterna-
tive bulge distribution, Han & Gould (1995, 2003) use the model
G2, favoured by an analysis of the COBE DIRBE observations
(Dwek et al. 1995), that they correct for small (r < 700 pc)
galactocentric distance with the Kent (1992) model. We compare
these two models to the observed optical depth. The total bulge
mass is usually evaluated in the range Mbulge ∼ (1−2)× 1010 M
(Blum 1995; Zhao et al. 1996; Dehnen & Binney 1998). Lacking
any compelling constraints we choose to normalise the bulge dis-
tribution to the observed value of the microlensing optical depth
(Sect. 4.1). Throughout the paper we use R0 = 8 kpc as the value
for the distance to the Galactic centre.
2.1.2. The disc
The profile of the disc distribution is better constrained than
that of the bulge, although the value of the parameters that
characterise it is subject to debate. In order to parametrise the
model we follow closely Han & Gould (2003) who use a sech2
(exponential) profile for the thin (thick) components and nor-
malise the distribution so as to obtain a local stellar density of
Σ0 = 36 M pc−2. We note however that Han & Gould (2003) at-
tribute a rather large density fraction to the “thick” disc, whereas
this component is usually reported to contribute only to a mi-
nor fraction of the overall density (e.g. Dehnen & Binney 1998;
Vallenari et al. 2006). For our fiducial model we assume, as com-
pared to that of Han & Gould (2003), the extreme case where we
set to zero the thick disc contribution (in their notation, we use
β = 0 instead of β = 0.565); moreover, we fix the value of the lo-
cal disc density in agreement with the normalisation of the disc
mass function (Sect. 2.3). We have then tested our results using
the values of Han & Gould (2003) and also the Freudenreich
(1998) profile characterised by a decreasing density towards the
Galactic centre. As already pointed out by Han & Gould (2003),
we find that our results do not depend significantly upon the disc
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model as the bulge component gives by far the dominant contri-
bution to the observed events.
2.2. Kinematic models
To evaluate the microlensing rate we have to specify the ve-
locities of the components involved. For bulge and disc stars
we take into account both the bulk and random components of
motion. For the former, for both disc and bulge we assume a
solid body rotation out to Rcut and at outer radii a flat rotation
with Rcut = 2 (1) kpc and Vmax = 220 (50) km s−1 for the disc
(bulge) component respectively. As the bulge value is less well
constrained (Blum 1995; Dehnen 2000; Bissantz et al. 2003;
Minchev et al. 2007; Rich et al. 2007), we have tested our re-
sults varying the bulge component by 30% to larger and smaller
values. Furthermore, we take into account the solar motion.
For the random component, we assume the velocity distri-
butions to follow an anisotropic Gaussian profile. For the disc
dispersion we use σx = 20 km s−1 and we consider a linear in-
crease towards the Galactic centre for the remaining components
with (σy, σz) = (30, 20) km s−1 and (σy, σz) = (75, 50) km s−1 in
the local neighbourhood and at the Galactic centre respectively
(Han & Gould 1995). For the bulge, whose velocity dispersions
are not as well constrained, we consider two somewhat opposite
cases. As a first approach, we follow Han & Gould (1995) and
fix the dispersion values using the virial theorem as applied to
the bulge distribution (Blum 1995). For our fiducial model we
obtain σx,y,z = (112.5, 86.1, 72.1) km s−1. In Sect. 4.2 we inves-
tigate the eﬀects of changes with respect to our fiducial model.
Whenever we modify either the central density or the pattern
speed of the bulge component, we adjust the dispersion values
of the bulge according to the prescription of the virial theorem.
In only one case we arrive at rather significant diﬀerences (be-
yond a few percent), namely, when we consider as a disc model
that of Han & Gould (2003). Indeed, in that case, our evaluation
of the bulge central density decreases by about 25% (Sect. 4.1),
implying σx,y,z = (96.3, 74.3, 62.8) km s−1.
As a second estimate, we make use of recent observational
results (Kozłowski et al. 2006; Rattenbury et al. 2007a) and use
(σl, σb) = 3.0, 2.5 mas yr−1, with σlos ∼ 110 km s−1 (Binney &
Merrifield 1998). For a bulge inclination of α = 23.8◦ and R0 =
8 kpc we then evaluate the dispersion along the bulge principal
axes to be (109.4, 114.8, 94.8) km s−1.
2.3. Mass functions
The main aim of the present work is to analyse the microlens-
ing events to place constraints on the mass function of the bulge
stars. Zoccali et al. (2000) study the bulge mass function in the
range (0.15−1) M, finding a good fit to the data with a IMF
power law, ξ(µ) ∝ µ−α, with α = 1.3 ± 0.1. They also propose a
power law with a change of slope at 0.5 M and α ∼ 1.4, 2.0 re-
spectively below and above this threshold. Overall, this result is
compatible with the previous analysis of Holtzman et al. (1998).
The more diﬃcult part of the mass spectrum to be explored is the
low mass tail, including very low mass main sequence stars and
the brown dwarf range. In their analysis of microlensing events
towards the bulge, Han & Gould (2003) extend the Zoccali et al.
(2000) mass function down to well below the hydrogen mass
burning limit, at 0.03 M, and the same was done more recently
by Wood & Mao (2005). Gould (2000) describes how to treat
remnants, assuming that all of the stars with mass above 1 M
have by now entered the remnant phase. Given a slope of the
IMF in this mass range, Gould (2000) proposes α = 2, it is then
possible to evaluate the number and mass fractions due to each of
these components (white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes).
Following the previous results, we assume a power law mass
function for both the brown dwarf and the main sequence ranges.
We introduce two parameters, the slopes αBD, αMS in the mass
ranges (0.01−0.08) M, (0.08−1.0) M respectively, that we
want to constrain. According to analyses carried out for the
disc, the slope should change below the hydrogen burning limit
(e.g. Kroupa 2007). We also test the eﬀects on our results of
two changes on the bulge mass function, namely we introduce a
slope change at 0.5 M, using α = 2 above this limit (Zoccali
et al. 2000), and we move the lower brown dwarf limit from
0.01 to 0.04 M. We follow Gould (2000) to deal with the rem-
nants, with (0.6, 1.35, 5.0) M taken as the mass values for white
dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes respectively. Besides the
value αrem = 2, in this mass range we will further test our re-
sult with the higher value αrem = 2.7, as suggested by disc re-
sults. Note that for every pair of values (αBD, αMS), the number
and the mass fractions of the various lens components change
accordingly.
For the disc mass function we closely follow Kroupa (2002,
2007), with a power law with slopes 0.3, 1.3, 2.3 in the mass
ranges ((0.01−0.08), (0.08−0.5), (0.5−1.0)) M (the low value
in the brown dwarf region is in agreement with Allen et al. 2005),
and normalisation
∫ 0.891
0.687 ξ(µ) dµ = 5.9 × 10−3 stars pc−3. To
account for the remnant contributions we use the density values
reported in Chabrier (2003), to obtain Σrem = 3 M pc−2. This
fixes the overall local density for our fiducial disc model to 4.4×
107 M kpc−3.
3. Analysis: the microlensing quantities
Our main tool of investigation is the rate of microlensing
events Γ, that carries the information of the number of events
per time interval, whereas the microlensing optical depth, τ, is
the instantaneous probability of a star being magnified above a
given threshold (e.g. Roulet & Mollerach 1997). Through the
analysis of the diﬀerential rate, given the eﬃciency of the exper-
iment, one can analyse the distribution of the relevant microlens-
ing parameters as well as evaluate the number of expected mi-
crolensing events.
The microlensing rate (De Rujula et al. 1991; Griest 1991)
depends, for both sources and lenses, on the density and velocity
distributions, on the lens mass function and on the microlensing
configuration. Once the theoretical expression for the diﬀeren-
tial rate is obtained (Appendix A), to compare with the results
of a given experiment, we still need to specify the eﬃciency of
the analysis, usually provided as a function of the microlensing
timescale together with the value of the maximum impact pa-
rameter allowed.
Throughout the paper we will only consider the simpler
microlensing event configuration, point-mass lens and source
with uniform relative motion between lens and source, the so-
called Paczyn´ski lightcurve (Paczyn´ski 1986). The eﬀects of
non-standard configuration events for the evaluation of the mi-
crolensing quantities have been the object of a detailed study by
Glicenstein (2003). The largest changes are to be expected for
binary caustic crossing events, but these represent only a very
small fraction of the overall set so that the modifications in the
evaluated quantities should not exceed 10%.
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Fig. 1. Optical depth profiles as a function of the Galactic coordi-
nates l, b for the bulge models E2 (top) and G2. The contours of the
9 MACHO CGR fields are shown. The optical depth is normalised to
the value of the observed τ at position l, b = 1.◦50,−2.◦68 (see text for de-
tails). The profiles are drawn at values of τ = (0.3, 1.0, 1.5, 2.17, 3.0) ×
10−6. Overall, the 94 MACHO fields (Popowski et al. 2005) extend in
the ranges 0◦, 8◦ and −2◦,−10◦ in Galactic longitude and latitude re-
spectively. The 66 EROS fields (Hamadache et al. 2006) cover two
regions at both positive and negative Galactic latitude, l ∼ (8◦,−6◦),
b ∼ (−2◦,−6◦) and l ∼ (6◦,−4◦), b ∼ (2◦, 6◦). The 30 OGLE fields
analysed in Sumi et al. (2006) cover a smaller region near the Galactic
centre spreading only slightly beyond the MACHO CGR fields.
4. Results
4.1. The optical depth profiles
The agreement among the diﬀerent collaborations (MACHO,
EROS and OGLE) on the value of the observed optical depth,
and its agreement with theoretical models is, as already noted,
a significant result of the microlensing searches towards the
Galactic bulge. We take advantage of this result by making the
choice to normalise the bulge central density to the observed
value of the optical depth. As a fiducial value we take the re-
sult reported by the MACHO collaboration towards the “CGR”
(“Central Galactic Region”, defined in Popowski et al. (2005)
as 9 out of the 94 observed fields nearest to the Galactic centre),
namely τ = 2.17+0.47−0.38 × 10−6 for (l, b) = 1.◦50,−2.◦68. For our
fiducial model, the Stanek et al. (1997) model E2, this gives us a
central bulge density of ρ0 = 9.6×109 M kpc−3, corresponding
to a bulge mass out to 2.5 kpc of 1.5 × 1010 M (this is strictly
the mass due to possible lenses). For the model G2 we obtain
instead ρ0 = 2.4 × 109 M kpc−3 and a mass of 1.4 × 1010 M.
Having normalised our model to the optical depth observed
along a given line of sight, next we have to test the optical depth
profile against the observed one, given that the observed events
are spread over ∼4◦ in Galactic latitude and ∼10◦ in Galactic
longitude. Indeed, the optical depth profile depends strongly on
the line of sight, in particular on the Galactic latitude (e.g. Evans
& Belokurov 2002). In Fig. 1 we show the optical depth profile
for the models E2 and G2. We note the larger gradient along the
Galactic latitude for the first model.
To gain further insight on their results, the EROS collabo-
ration (Hamadache et al. 2006) studied the relation τ = τ(b)
giving the empirical expression τ = N exp[−a(|b| − 3◦)], where
a, N are to be determined from the observational data. For the
EROS data set, Hamadache et al. (2006) find N = 1.62 ± 0.23,
a = 0.43 ± 0.16. As a theoretical prediction, given the EROS
observational setup, for the E2 (G2) models we find N, a =
1.77, 0.52 (1.87, 0.37) respectively. If we carry out the same ex-
ercise considering either the MACHO or the OGLE observa-
tional setup we find the values N, a = 1.60, 0.56 (1.72, 0.39) and
N, a = 1.81, 0.51 (1.94, 0.34) respectively. Overall, the E2 and
the G2 model predictions are both consistent with the observed
values.
The previous analysis has to be carried out taking bins in
the Galactic latitude, averaging over the Galactic longitude for
the observed fields. This way, however, one misses the informa-
tion of the (albeit smoother) variation of the optical depth profile
along the Galactic longitude. Moreover, of course, we are com-
paring the expected optical depth to the EROS observed values
only. As a diﬀerent approach, we propose to take bins, instead,
in the expected optical depth, to be compared with the observed
one as evaluated for each observational campaign. To perform
this analysis we first need to evaluate the observed value of the
optical depth, and therefore the number of sources stars, in each
chosen bin, whereas this number is known per field. As a first
order approximation we consider the number of source stars in a
given fraction of a field to be proportional to its area. A bin in the
theoretical optical depth delimits a region in the Galactic plane.
We choose the bin sizes so to get a (roughly) equal number of
observed events in each bin. For EROS (MACHO) we tried with
both 5 and 10 (3 and 5) bins, resulting in very similar results;
for OGLE we use 3 bins. In Fig. 2 we show the observed opti-
cal depth as a function of the expected one, for the EROS and
MACHO and OGLE data sets (with 5, 3 and 3 bins respectively)
and both models E2 and G2. We find very good agreement for
both models with the three data sets. Indeed, if we fit the rela-
tion τobs = a · τth, considering the 11 points of the three data sets
together, we get a = 0.9 ± 0.1, for a reduced χ2 = 1 for both
models.
A possible way to disentangle the diﬀerent models would
come from an independent normalisation of the bulge mass.
Indeed, according to our choice, the expected optical depth is
made to coincide at the CGR MACHO location, therefore, even
if diﬀerent, the two profiles remain rather near each other along
the observed fields. The other option would be to observe events
over a larger area of the sky. The more interesting region to be
explored being that closer to the Galactic plane.
4.2. The Galactic bulge IMF
The microlensing rate, as discussed in Sect. 3, is an eﬃcient tool
for the analysis of the characteristics of the microlensing events.
Here we focus on an analysis of the timescales provided by
the current observations. Indeed, as outlined in the Introduction,
though degenerate with other unobservable quantities (distances
and relative velocity between sources and lenses) the depen-
dence on the lens mass makes the timescale a valuable source of
information on the mass function of the lens population. Due the
above-mentioned degeneracy, one needs a rather large number of
observed events to deal with them statistically. The current ob-
servational results begin to provide such data set, 62 events from
the MACHO collaboration (Popowski et al. 2005), 120 events
from the EROS collaboration (Hamadache et al. 2006) and the
32 events from the OGLE collaboration (Sumi et al. 2006). Note
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Fig. 2. The observed and the expected optical depth for the bulge models
E2 (top) and G2 (see text for details). EROS, MACHO and OGLE data
are the empty, filled circles and stars respectively. The solid line is the
y = x line.
that we choose not to consider the diﬀerent data sets together,
rather, we carry out independent analyses and then compare the
results.
The model, as described in the previous section, together
with the microlensing event geometry and the experimental ap-
paratus, summarised in the reported detection eﬃciency usually
given as a function of the duration, E = E(tE), provides us
with the expected number density of the microlensing events.
Allowing for the Poisson nature of the process we can write
down the likelihood (Gould 2003), as a function of the free pa-
rameters of our model, as2
L (αBD, αMS) = exp(−Nexp)
Nobs∏
i=1
dΓi,E
dtE
∣∣∣∣∣
tE,event
· (1)
Here Nexp is the overall expected number of events, to be eval-
uated by integrating out the diﬀerential rate taking into ac-
count, besides the detection eﬃciency, the number of sources
and the overall duration of the experiment. In particular it results
Nexp = Nexp(αBD, αMS).
As outlined in Sect. 2.3 we take as free parameters the slopes
of the IMF in the brown dwarfs and main sequence ranges,
αBD, αMS, that we want to estimate. To evaluate the likelihood,
we sum the disc and the bulge contributions, and for each the
contribution of the brown dwarfs, main sequence and remnants
lens populations.
Finally, to estimate the confidence levels, we evaluate the
probability distribution P (αBD, αMS) by Bayesian inversion us-
ing a flat prior on both the parameters.
It is useful, for our purposes, to take the sample of MACHO
CGR events as a “fiducial” sample. This provides us with a more
homogenous, but still quite large, set of events all located in a re-
gion small enough to make any possible spatial dependence, that
2 This is the so-called “extended maximum likelihood”, first proposed
by Fermi (for a discussion see e.g. Barlow 1989), that is appropriate in
experiments where the number of events is itself a random variable.
Table 1. The average observed duration, 〈tE〉 (days), of the microlens-
ing candidates reported by the MACHO (Popowski et al. 2005), EROS
(Hamadache et al. 2006) and OGLE (Sumi et al. 2006) collaborations.
In the first row, for MACHO and EROS we report the result within the
CGR (see text for details). For each data set, in the right column we
report the average weighted by the inverse eﬃciency.
MACHO EROS OGLE
CGR 19.5 15.0 25.9 22.4 – –
all set 28.0 20.0 32.9 28.3 32.8 28.1
we may not have correctly reproduced within our model, almost
irrelevant. Furthermore, the CGR allows a more straightforward
comparison among the diﬀerent data sets.
The 66 EROS fields (Hamadache et al. 2006) cover a rather
larger region in the plane of the sky than the MACHO fields,
both at positive and negative Galactic latitude. For comparison
with the MACHO CGR sample, we select the 5 fields (5, 8, 607,
610, 611) whose location is roughly coincident with that of the
MACHO CGR fields, and where 18 of the 120 events reported
by the EROS collaboration are located.
Finally, we observe that the location of the 20 fields used by
OGLE in their analysis (Sumi et al. 2006) only slighly exceeds
the CGR.
For the observed distributions for both the MACHO and the
EROS data sets, there is an increase in duration moving from the
smaller sample in the CGR to the complete data set. In Table 1
we report the average observed durations, both uncorrected for
the eﬃciency and weighted by the inverse eﬃciency, the latter
quantity allowing a more straightforward comparison between
the diﬀerent data sets.
4.2.1. The analysis within the CGR
The main result of the present paper is shown in Fig. 3. From
the maximum likelihood analysis we show the contours of equal
probability in the αBD, αMS parameter space. Here we consider
the sample of the 42 MACHO events observed within the CGR.
The data better constrain the IMF slope in the main se-
quence range than in the brown dwarf range. As for the IMF
parameters, at maximum probability we get the values αBD =
1.6, αMS = 1.7. The corresponding bulge mass fractions are
∼(21%, 56%, 17%, 4%, 3%) for brown dwarfs, main sequence,
white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes, respectively, for
an average mass of 0.1 M. Note the rather high brown dwarf
fraction, indeed within the 34% level it does not decrease be-
low ∼20%. Overall the bulge contributes about 80% of the
events (this result confirming the statement made about the
only relative importance of the disc contribution, Sect. 2.1.2)
and the event fractions due to the diﬀerent lens populations are
∼(29%, 57%, 11%, 2%, 1%). In Fig. 4, we show the one dimen-
sional probability profile P (αBD) and P (αMS). As already men-
tioned, the αMS distribution turns out to be more peaked, with
αMS = 1.7 ± 0.5 and αBD = 1.6 ± 1.0.
In Fig. 3 we show the lines of equal value of the expected
duration tE superimposed on the likelihood probability contours.
As it is apparent from the plot, the lines of degeneracy in the
parameter space αMS−αBD that are found in the probability con-
tours are driven by the duration (within the innermost 34% prob-
ability contour the dispersion of the expected duration is only
about 5%). In particular, we observe that expected shorter dura-
tions are associated with steeper mass function. This is expected,
of course, because of the relationship between the duration and
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Fig. 3. Probability isocontours with 34%, 68% and 90% regions in the
αBD, αMS plane. αBD, αMS are the slopes of the power law IMF of the
Galactic bulge lenses, in the brown dwarf and main sequence range,
respectively. The dashed lines are the lines of equal average expected
event durations, for the values of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 days. Larger
values of the duration are found for smaller values of the IMF slopes.
Here the set of 42 events reported by the MACHO collaboration in the
CGR is considered.
the mass of the lens. This correlation is relevant in order to prop-
erly understand the variations we find in the evaluated slopes of
the mass function for either sets of data with diﬀerent duration
distributions or for diﬀerent models.
We now compare the results we obtain using the sample of
MACHO microlensing candidates (Popowski et al. 2005) with
that of the EROS (Hamadache et al. 2006) and of the OGLE
(Sumi et al. 2006) collaborations. Following the previous dis-
cussion, we first consider the samples restricted to the inner
Galactic region, namely we use 18 out of the 120 EROS mi-
crolensing candidates and the full set of the 32 OGLE microlens-
ing candidates.
As shown in Fig. 5 (top panel), the analysis over the EROS
data set allows us to determine the maximum for the IMF slope
in the main sequence region, roughly consistent with that found
using the MACHO data set, but does not reveal any lower limit
in the brown dwarf range. This arises because of the diﬀerent
distribution of the observed timescale. In particular, the explana-
tion may be traced back to the lack (already noted in Hamadache
et al. 2006) of very short duration events, say below 5 days,
within the EROS data set (both in the restricted sample of
18 events we consider here and in the full data set). While this
diﬀerence does not significantly aﬀect the results on the optical
depth, in the present analysis this turns out to be very relevant.
The analysis performed on the OGLE data set provides a qualita-
tively similar result. In agreement with the previous discussion,
we note that the somewhat lower value for αMS is a consequence
of the higher average observed timescale.
The above analysis clearly shows the extent to which short
duration events are essential to constrain the lower tail of the
IMF. We further address this question, also to compare the re-
sults we obtain with the diﬀerent data sets, by mean of the fol-
lowing analysis. We set to zero the eﬃciency below a given
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution for the Galactic bulge power law IMF
slopes in the brown dwarf (top) and main sequence mass ranges. Here
the set of 42 events reported by the MACHO collaboration in the CGR
is considered. The probability lines of 16%, 50% and 84% are indicated.
threshold, in particular E(tE < 5 d) = 0 and at the same time we
exclude from the analysis those observed events with tE < 5 d,
namely, the 6 events from the MACHO sample.
The likelihood contours we obtain for the MACHO data set
are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. Comparing with Fig. 4
we see that, as for the EROS and the OGLE data sets, the brown
dwarf slope is no longer bounded at its lower end, while the main
sequence one peaks roughly in the same region. Carrying out this
analysis for the EROS data set we find an almost identical result
to that shown in the top panel of Fig. 5, while for OGLE we
find a somewhat diﬀerent behaviour. In that case a lower bound
for αBD appears, at least for the innermost 34% contour, but at
the same time the contours become unbounded at the upper end.
A similiar behaviour is also observed when we move the lower
limit on the lens mass from 0.01 to 0.04 M, Sect. 4.2.3, and this
can be understood, as we are excluding the duration range where
the microlensing rate of very large brown dwarf slopes peak.
4.2.2. The analysis of the complete data set
The analysis of the complete data sets confirm our previous con-
clusions. In Fig. 6 we show the probability contours for both
the full set of events of MACHO and EROS (for OGLE, the re-
sults obtained with the full data set are shown in Fig. 5). For the
MACHO data set we evaluate the slope in the main sequence
range to be αMS = 1.6 ± 0.4, in agreement with the previous re-
sult. With respect to Figs. 3 and 5 we observe, however, the max-
imum likelihood contours moving towards somewhat smaller
values of the IMF slopes. This is of course to be attributed to the
increase in the observed duration (Table 1). Comparing to Fig. 5,
for both MACHO and EROS data sets we observe a shrinking in
the probability contours due to the much larger sample of events
used in the present analysis.
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Fig. 5. Probability isocontours with 34%, 68% and 90% regions in the
αBD, αMS plane. αBD, αMS are the slopes of the power law IMF of the
Galactic bulge lenses, in the brown dwarf and main sequence ranges, re-
spectively. From top to bottom, the results of the analysis for the EROS
and OGLE data and the results of an analysis of the MACHO data where
we set the eﬃciency below tE < 5 d to zero (see text for details). For
the MACHO and EROS data sets we restrict the analysis to the subset
of events observed in the inner Galactic region.
4.2.3. The IMF: a test against the fiducial model
We now focus on the possible systematic eﬀects resulting from a
change in the characteristics of our fiducial model (Sect. 2). We
carry out this analysis using the MACHO data set only within
the CGR. To give an indication of the goodness of the model we
use a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test comparing the expected
to the observed duration distribution (we report its significance
level, ks, as a disproof of the null hypothesis that the distribution
are the same, such that a low value of ks indicates a poor agree-
ment between the expected and the observed distribution). Such
an analysis makes sense because the variations in the expected
timescale do not exceed ∼5% across the CGR. This allows us
to carry out the KS test by evaluating an average rate, summing
the rate observed towards the diﬀerent fields with a weight given
by the number of source stars that we compare to the observed
duration distribution. As test models we consider the follow-
ing (Table 2): model 2: we change the bulge dispersion velocity
to the Rattenbury et al. (2007a) values (Sect. 2.2); model 3−4:
we change respectively downward and upward the bulk rotation
velocity of the bulge (Sect. 2.2); model 5: we change the pa-
rameters of the disc density profile according to Han & Gould
(2003) (Sect. 2.1.2); model 6: we change the disc density pro-
file according to Freudenreich (1998) (Sect. 2.1.2); model 7: we
change the bulge scale lengths according to Rattenbury et al.
(2007b) (Sect. 2.1.1); model 8: we change the bulge IMF slope
to αrem = 2.7 (Sect. 2.3); model 9: we change the bulge mass
function introducing a second slope in the main sequence range
(Sect. 2.3); 10) we change the mass lower limit in the brown
dwarf range to 0.04 M (Sect. 2.3). In Table 2 we report the re-
sults: for each model we give the evaluated αMS parameter out
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Fig. 6. Probability isocontours with 34%, 68% and 90% regions in the
αBD, αMS plane. αBD, αMS are the slopes of the power law IMF of the
Galactic bulge lenses, in the brown dwarf and main sequence ranges,
respectively. The full set of events for MACHO (top) and EROS data
sets are considered.
Table 2. Results of the maximum likelihood analysis on the MACHO
data set (Popowski et al. 2005) for our fiducial model and for the diﬀer-
ent models discussed (Sect. 2). αMS is the slope of the power law IMF
in the main sequence range. ks is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance
level for the null hypothesis that the expected and observed distributions
are the same.
Model αMS ks Model change
16% 50% 84%
1 1.18 1.74 2.20 0.39 fiducial model
2 0.86 1.40 1.80 0.29 bulge velocity
3 1.16 1.73 2.19 0.39 bulge velocity
4 1.17 1.74 2.20 0.39 bulge velocity
5 1.32 2.10 2.90 0.41 disc model
6 1.13 1.67 2.10 0.40 disc model
7 0.97 1.51 1.92 0.33 bulge model
8 0.95 1.56 2.06 0.40 mass function
9 0.90 1.62 2.21 0.40 mass function
10 1.86 2.19 2.60 0.26 mass function
of the P (αMS) distribution (with the 16%, 50% and 84% bound)
and the KS significance level.
For the diﬀerent models the likelihood maximum moves on
the αBD-αMS plane so as to always peak around the same ex-
pected timescale, with the resulting mass function slopes chang-
ing accordingly. The largest variation downward, αMS ∼ 1.4, is
found for model 2 as an eﬀect of the increased bulge velocity
dispersions. Note the large value we obtain for model 5, we find
αMS ∼ 2.1. Here two diﬀerent eﬀects push in the same direc-
tion towards a steeper mass function, namely a smaller bulge
contribution and a decrease in the bulge dispersion velocity. The
qualitative shape of the likelihood contours does not change for
any of the models except the last. Here, as an eﬀect of the in-
crease of the minimum mass value in the brown dwarf range,
from 0.01 to 0.04 M, the probability distribution for αBD be-
comes unbounded at its upper end. Correspondingly, we also
find a steeper mass function and lower KS significance level.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative duration distributions (P) for the observed events,
together with the the theoretical prediction for three diﬀerent models.
Solid, dashed and dotted lines are for the fiducial model and models
2 and 10, respectively (see text for details). Here the set of 42 events
reported by the MACHO collaboration in the CGR is considered.
Overall, the variations we find for αMS for the diﬀerent models
we have tested do not exceed the statistic uncertainty we have in
our fiducial configuration. This is in agreement with the KS anal-
ysis, according to which we obtain acceptable results for all the
models we consider.
In Fig. 7 we show the cumulative distribution for the sam-
ple of the 42 MACHO CGR events together with the theoreti-
cal cumulative distributions for the fiducial model and models 2
and 10, for which we obtain the smallest and the largest values
for the main sequence slope (αMS = 1.4, 2.2, respectively) and
the worst agreement according to the KS test. Besides the lack
of observed events at tE ∼ 20 d, we note in particular the very
good agreement with short duration events for both the fiducial
model and model 2 and the better agreement with long duration
events for model 10.
4.3. The expected number of microlensing events
Besides the study of the duration distribution, the analysis of
the microlensing rate allows one to evaluate the number of ex-
pected events. Through the analysis we have normalised the
bulge central density, once having fixed that of the disc, by us-
ing the observed value of the optical depth. Because of the re-
lationship between the optical depth and the microlensing rate,
through the event duration, we may therefore expect to find a
good agreement between the observed and the expected num-
ber of microlensing events. Indeed, even if the number of ex-
pected events varies by almost a factor of 3 across the αBD−αMS
parameter space we explore, we find a fair agreement. For the
MACHO data set our prediction is compatible within 1σ to the
observed value; we find 38 and 54 events compared with 42 and
62 events, in the CGR and the complete data set, respectively.
For the EROS and OGLE data sets we arrive at an even bet-
ter agreement, with an expected number of 118 (31) compared
with 120 (32). These figures do not vary significantly (at most
by ∼2 events) within the innermost 34% probability contour.
4.4. The blending issue
In very crowded fields, such as those observed towards the
Galactic centre, the observed objects can be the blend of several
stars. This blending eﬀect is a major source of concern for the
interpretation of microlensing searches. This is the reason, we
recall, that led, in evaluating the optical depth, to the choice of
considering only bright sources for which one expects the blend-
ing eﬀects to be alleviated. The multiple eﬀects of blending are
supposed to roughly balance each other when evaluating the op-
tical depth (see e.g. Hamadache et al. 2006). On the other hand,
as blending is expected to cause an underestimation of the eval-
uated event duration, we may question its relevance with respect
to our results.
The extent to which blending contaminates the sample of red
clump giants is a subject of debate (Popowski et al. 2005; Sumi
et al. 2006; Hamadache et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2007). For the
present analysis we remark that both MACHO and EROS eval-
uate the optical depth without including the eﬀect of blending,
while OGLE, who find this eﬀect to be relevant within their data
set, use blended fits. Throughout our analysis we have used the
reported values of the duration according to this choice.
Popowski et al. (2005), for the MACHO collaboration, iden-
tify an “extremely conservative” subset of events for which they
evaluate the blend fraction to be very close to 1. We carry out
our analysis on this subsample, composed of 22 events within
the CGR. As in Popowski et al. (2005) we introduce an overall
normalisation factor for the microlensing rate equal to the ra-
tio of the number of events in this restricted sample to that of
the complete sample. This is coherent with the purpose of the
analysis, where one wants to test whether blending substantially
aﬀects the event parameters, and the derived quantities such as
the optical depth and the microlensing rate, while assuming that
it does not change the number of detected events. As a result we
find somewhat broader contours, because of the smaller number
of events, with the brown dwarf slope unbounded at its lower
tail, but otherwise fully compatible with our previous results.
This is in agreement with our previous discussion. Indeed, the
average observed duration for this sample turns out to be similar
to the full CGR sample 〈tE〉 = 22.3 d but 5 out of the 6 very short
duration events are excluded.
On the other hand Sumi et al. (2006), for the OGLE collabo-
ration, worked the other way round. They repeated their analysis
assuming no blending, finding a new sample of 48 microlensing
candidates, with an average duration roughly 20% shorter than
in the 32 events sample. Within this new sample there are 3 can-
didates with tE < 2 d, and this is of course relevant in the view of
our previous discussion. However, these candidates are strongly
aﬀected by blending. We prefer, therefore, not to include them in
our analysis. Our likelihood analysis carried out on this 45-event
subsample turns is compatible with the previous one.
Finally, we recall that EROS (Hamadache et al. 2006) con-
clude that blending does not aﬀect significantly their results, and
comment the apparent discrepancy with the result obtained by
OGLE on this issue on the basis of their diﬀerent choice for the
threshold value of the amplification (in particular, OGLE con-
sider also less amplified events with respect to both EROS and
MACHO analyses).
In conclusion, given the available data sets, blending, though
relevant, does not appear to significantly aﬀect our results.
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Fig. 8. Cumulative duration distributions (P) for (top to bottom) the
MACHO, EROS and OGLE sample of events. Superimposed, the pre-
dicted distribution for the fiducial model.
4.5. Long duration events
In Fig. 8 we show, for the three complete sets of events we con-
sider (MACHO, EROS and OGLE), the cumulative duration dis-
tribution and the expected cumulative distribution for the fiducial
model (averaged as for the KS analysis in Sect. 4.2.3), evalu-
ated at the IMF slopes that maximise the likelihood. As for the
smaller CGR sample in Fig. 7, we note the rather good agree-
ment especially for short duration events. For both EROS and
MACHO data sets we also observe a systematic excess of long
duration events. This turns out to be, however, only marginally
significant. For instance, the models predict 10% of events with
tE > 51 d, compared with ∼15% of the observed events.
5. Conclusions
We have considered the sample of microlensing events observed
towards the Galactic bulge with red clump giant sources re-
ported by the the MACHO (Popowski et al. 2005), OGLE (Sumi
et al. 2006) and EROS (Hamadache et al. 2006) collaborations
to place constraints on the bulge mass function. In particu-
lar, through a likelihood analysis, we have studied the slopes,
αBD, αMS, of a power law mass function in the brown dwarf
(0.01−0.08) M and main sequence (0.08−1.) M mass ranges.
For our fiducial model, comparing to the CGR sample of
42 MACHO events, we obtain αMS = 1.7± 0.5. This result com-
pares well to that obtained in the (0.15−1) M range by Zoccali
et al. (2000), α ∼ 1.3. The slope in the brown dwarf range turns
out to be less well constrained, αBD = 1.6± 1. Overall our maxi-
mum likelihood results indicate a rather significant contribution
of low mass lenses, with ∼30% of the events to be attributed
to brown dwarfs. The last result is in agreement with previous
analyses (Han & Gould 1996; Grenacher et al. 1999), while our
value for the main sequence slope, somewhat smaller, may be
explained because we are using a more suitable sample of red-
clump-source events.
The analyses of the EROS and OGLE data sets give us some-
what diﬀerent results. We derive a smaller value for the slope in
the main sequence range, although compatible with the MACHO
data set result, but we obtain only an upper limit for the slope of
the brown dwarf population. This behaviour finds its explana-
tion in the diﬀerent observed timescales. In particular, very short
timescale events (tE < 5 d), only observed in the MACHO data
set, are essential to constrain the brown dwarf mass function.
The lack of short timescale events has been noticed in the EROS
analysis (Hamadache et al. 2006). In all of the experiments, the
detection eﬃciency of short durations events is extremely low,
rendering the analysis in the brown dwarf regime diﬃcult and,
therefore, making the result less robust.
More reliable constraints on the mass function may come
from a better understanding of the bulge model, but especially,
as already stressed, by improving the statistics of observed short
duration events.
Furthermore, we have carried out an analysis on the opti-
cal depth. The agreement with the expected values is recognized
(Han & Gould 2003). Here we have considered the profile of the
expected optical depth as compared to the observed one, finding
a good agreement for both the models we have considered, the
model E2 of Stanek et al. (1997) and the model G2 of Dwek
et al. (1995). To further constrain the bulge profile it would be
useful to extend microlensing searches to cover a larger area in
the sky plane.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of the microlensing rate
In this appendix we detail the evaluation of the diﬀerential mi-
crolensing rate (Sect. 3). This quantity is directly related to the
number of expected microlensing events evaluated as
dNev = NobsTobsdΓ (A.1)
where dΓ is the diﬀerential rate at which a single star is mi-
crolensed, Nobs is the number of monitored sources and Tobs is
the whole observation time.
The microlensing rate expresses the number of lenses that
pass through the microlensing tube d3x in the time interval dt,
for a given number density distribution nl(x) and velocity distri-
bution f (u˜l) of the lenses. It reads (De Rujula et al. 1991; Griest
1991)
dΓ = nl(x)d
3x
dt × f (u˜l)d
3v˜l × ρsD
2−γ
s dDs
Is
× f (u˜s)d3v˜s. (A.2)
The two last terms account respectively for the spatial and ve-
locity distribution of the sources, with Is =
∫
ρsD2−γs dDs. We
take into account that the volume element varies with distance as
D2s dDs, Ds being the distance between observer and source, and
that the fraction of monitored stars having a luminosity higher
than a minimum detectable luminosity, L∗, scales as L−γ/2∗ ∼ D−γs
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(Kiraga & Paczynski 1994). Throughout the analysis of this pa-
per we use γ = 0, characteristic for bright stars that can be con-
sidered, at least approximately, as standard candles.
The volume element of the microlensing tube is d3x =
(ur,⊥ · nˆ)dtdS . dS = dldDl is the portion of the tube exter-
nal surface, Dl is the distance between observer and lens, and
dl = utREdα, where RE is the lens Einstein radius, ut is the max-
imum impact parameter, ur,⊥ is the component of lens velocity
in the plane orthogonal to the line of sight (hereafter los), and
nˆ is the unit vector normal to the tube inner surface at the point
where the microlensing tube is crossed by the lens. In the fol-
lowing θ is the angle between ur and nˆ, with θ ∈ (− π2 , π2 ) (one
considers only lenses that enter the tube).
The velocity of the lenses entering the tube reads
u˜l = ur + ut, (A.3)
where ut is the tube velocity. On the lens plane, we have ut = (1−
x)uobs + xu˜s, where x ≡ DlDs , uobs is the observer’s (solar) velocity
and u˜s is the source velocity. We decompose both lens and source
velocities into a random plus a bulk component u˜ = u + udrift . In
conclusion
ul = ur + xus + A, (A.4)
where we have defined the vector A so as to include all the bulk
motion, A ≡ (uobs−udrift,l)+ x(udrift,s−uobs). For the random com-
ponent we use an anisotropic Gaussian distribution (Sect. 2.2).
Looking at Eq. (A.2) we see that we start from the joint
three-dimensional velocity and source distributions. However,
only the distribution of the relative velocity on the lens plane is
relevant to the microlensing rate, since it determines the lens-
ing time scales tE via the relation tE = RE/vr. As we show
below, it is possible to analytically evaluate this distribution
(Riﬀeser et al. 2006). Indeed, besides the velocity components
along the los, both the remaining components of the source ve-
locity can be analytically integrated. A final integration on the
remaining component of the lens velocity is not possible, how-
ever, as a consequence of the assumed anisotropy of the velocity
distribution.
The rationale of the evaluation is as follows. A first integra-
tion along the los for both sources and lenses leaves us with two
Gaussian non diagonal distributions, that we project on the lens
plane and diagonalise. This defines two frames on the lens plane
whose axes, in general, will be misaligned. We then fix one of
the two frames as a “reference”, in particular that relative to the
lens velocity distribution, we evaluate the relative velocity dis-
tribution by making use of Eq. (A.4) and integrate out the source
velocity distribution components.
After integration along the line of sight the two-dimensional
velocity distribution on the lens plane orthogonal to the los is
f (u(i)p)d2v(i)p = e
− v
2
(i)p,1
2σ2(i)p,1 e
− v
2
(i)p,2
2σ2(i)p,2
(2π) 32σ(i)p,1σ(i)p,2
d2v(i)p, (A.5)
where the suﬃx (i) indicate either lenses or sources. For the last
component, because of the projection, usp = x us and σsp{1,2} =
x σs,{1,2}.
Let the principal axes of the intersection ellipse of the lens
(source) proper velocity ellipsoid with the lens plane be {xl,1, xl,2}
({xs,1, xs,2}), hereafter we refer to the former frame as OL, ω the
angle between xl,1 and xs,1 and {vspl,1, vspl,2} the source velocity
components in OL. ω, as well as the values for the projected dis-
persion velocities, are fixed by the geometry, once the los has
dΑ
Θ
Α
Β
n

A
vr
Fig. A.1. The microlensing tube cross section and the angles involved.
been chosen (ω varies up to ∼8◦, increasing with the Galactic
latitude). The distribution for the relative velocity is then evalu-
ated as
P(ur)d2vr =
∫
P(ur, uspl)d2vspld2vr
=
∫
f (uspl) f (ulp)δ(ur−(ulp − uspl + A))d2vlpd2vspld2vr
=
1
πΣN
e−(ur+A)·Σ·(ur+A)d2vr, (A.6)
where
Σ =
1
Σ2N
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Σa + Σb 0
0 Σa − Σb
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
Σa = σ
2
l,1 + σ
2
l,2 + x
2(σ2s,1 + σ2s,2),
Σb = (4x2 sin2 ω(σ2l,2 − σ2l,1)(σ2s,1 − σ2s,2)
+(σ2l,1 − σ2l,2 + x2(σ2s,1 − σ2s,2))2)1/2,
ΣN = ((σ2l,1 + x2σ2s,1)(σ2l,2 + x2σ2s,2)
+x2(σ2l,1 − σ2l,2)(σ2s,1 − σ2s,2) sin2 ω)1/2 . (A.7)
Here both ur and A must be evaluated in OL. The angle be-
tween A and xl,1 is fixed by the geometry once we assign the
los. Moreover, as Fig. A.1 shows, β = π + α − θ is the angle
between ur and A.
Finally, after moving to polar coordinates on the lens plane,
(vr, θ), we reach the following expression for the microlensing
rate
dΓ = 2 f (µ)ρl ρsD
2
s dDs
Is
RE(µ,Dl,Ds)ut
× P(vr, α) v2r dvr dµ dDl dDs dα, (A.8)
where we have exploited the periodicity of the trigonometric
functions involved in P(ur) to analytically integrate over θ (this
provides the factor “2”). Because of the assumed anisotropic ve-
locity dispersions, the analytical integration over α is not pos-
sible and the dependence on this variable survives in the rel-
ative velocity distribution. The expression for the diﬀerential
rate dΓ/dtE is easily obtained from Eq. (A.8) using the relation
vr = RE/TE.
In Eq. (A.8) we have introduced the dependence of the
lens number distribution on the mass of the lens, µ, with
the usual “factorisation hypothesis” stating that the lens mass
distribution is independent of the lens spatial distribution
S. Calchi Novati et al.: Microlensing constraints on the Galactic bulge initial mass function 733
(De Rujula et al. 1991). ρl is the lens spatial distribution, f (µ)
the lens mass function that we normalise as follows∫ µmax
µmin
f (µ)µdµ = ρ0,l
M
, (A.9)
where ρ0,l is the central density.
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